DEVYN TWO ARRIVAL [RNAV]  

ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

FRZBY TRANSITION (FRZBY.DEVYN2)

From KYCKR on track 241° to cross DEVYN at or above 7100. Thence . . . .

LANDING RUNWAY 16R: From DEVYN on track 254° to cross STILA at 5000 and at 210K, then on track 254° to LIFTR, then on track 343° to cross BOJET at 5000 and at 210K, then on heading 343° or as assigned by ATC. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING RUNWAY 34L: From DEVYN on track 205° to cross PAJUM between 5000 and 6000, then on track 205° to cross KIRKL at 3000, then on track 254° to cross RARYO at 3000. Expect RNAV (GPS) RWY 34L approach.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.
ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

KIMBERLY TRANSITION (IMB.CHINS4): From over IMB VOR/DME on IMB R-334 to SUNED, then on YKM R-108 to YKM VORTAC, then on YKM R-284 to CHINS, thence . . . .
PENDLETON TRANSITION (PDT.CHINS4): From over PDT VORTAC on PDT R-296 to SUNED, then on YKM R-108 to YKM VORTAC, then on YKM R-284 to CHINS, thence . . . .
SUNED TRANSITION (SUNED.CHINS4): From SUNED on YKM R-108 to YKM VORTAC, then on YKM R-284 to CHINS, thence . . . .

. . . . from CHINS on YKM R-284 and SEA R-104 to RADDY, then on SEA R-104 to HUMPP, then on SEA R-104 to AUBRN, thence . . . .

LANDING NORTH: Heading 250° for vectors to final approach course.
LANDING SOUTH: Heading 343° for vectors to final approach course.
LANDING RENTON MUNI: Heading 343° for vectors to final approach course.
LANDING SNOHOMISH COUNTY (PAINE FIELD): Heading 343° for vectors to final approach course.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS: After AUBRN proceed direct SEA VORTAC.
OLYMPIA TWO ARRIVAL

OLYMPIA 113.4 OLM
Chan 81
N46°58.30’-W122°54.11’

PROI/TURBOPROP: 12000 250K
Maintain 12000.

TURBOJET: Landing North:
13000 250K
Maintain 13000.

Landing South:
17000 270K

NOTE: Landing north/landing south restrictions
are issued per KSEA flow.

NOTE: RADAR and DME required.

(NARRATIVE ON FOLLOWING PAGE)

NOTE: Chart not to scale.
ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

BATTLE GROUND TRANSITION (BTG.OLM2): From over BTG VORTAC on BTG R-329 to COUGA, then on BTG R-329 and OLM R-151 to OLM VORTAC. Thence... 

NEWBERG TRANSITION (UBG.OLM2): From over UBG VOR/DME on UBG R-341 and OLM R-163 to OLM VORTAC. Thence... 

... from over OLM VORTAC on OLM R-022 to LACEE, then on OLM R-022 to ARVAD, then on OLM R-022 to FOURT, thence... 

... LANDING NORTH SEA/BFI: Depart FOURT heading 070° for vectors to final approach course. 
... LANDING SOUTH SEA/BFI: Depart FOURT heading 343° for vectors to final approach course. 
... LANDING SNOHOMISH COUNTY (PAINE FIELD): Depart FOURT heading 343° for vectors to final approach course. 
... LANDING RENTON MUNI: Depart FOURT heading 343° for vectors to final approach course. 

LOST COMMUNICATIONS: From over FOURT, proceed direct SEA VORTAC.